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My philosophy on breeding cows……
my ground rules

“Remember the success of the average 
breeder depends upon his ability to breed 
and develop Pedigree cattle superior to 
grade cattle and to achieve this he will 
have to utilize all possible avenues and 
advantages available” Dr GD Nel 1962

Recorded

Non- recorded



“To Breed cows is not like mixing paint!” 
Dudley Meyer

? ?



A good breeder will have some blood stains on 
his farm



To breed cows is not and easy formula.

OR



Breeding cows is a product of Population 
Genetics



The best way of improving your herd is to lift 
the tail



The basis of herd improvement is measuring 
every possible trait that is measurable



How do we achieve this

• “To Breed cows is not like mixing paint!” Dudley Meyer

• A good breeder will have some blood stains on his farm

• To breed cows is not and easy formula. 1000kg EBV for milk plus a 250kg EBV for

milk will not result in an offspring with 1250kg EBV for milk

• Breeding cows is a product of Population Genetics

• The best way of improving your herd is to lift the tail

• The basis of herd improvement is measuring every possible trait that is

measurable

?



Breeding goal / objective

Dream!! Goal / 
Objective



Profile of your herd



Milk market

You must have a product
that you can sell. You
cannot produce butterfat
for a fluid market and low
solids milk for a cheese
factory



Consistency



The science of cattle breeding

1950 2018



Contemporary comparison

vs



Sire Model



Animal Model



MACE



Genomics



Myths

I do not need to measure when I have genomics

Genomics is a separate thing from BLUB!



Why do I use Genomics

Reliability



Bull selection



Bull selection



Cow Selection

13600      67%R  vs  40%R

18005   65%R  vs  25%R



To summarize
40% 40%

75% 65%



To summarize



Conclusion


